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ABSTRACT 

ResistoJets are a well-known and vastly proven propulsion system for
small  satellites  orbiting  in  LEO,  which  need  to  change  their  orbital
parameters  to  achieve  formation  fly,  constellation  deployment,  station
keeping and,  in  some cases,  even coarse  attitude control.   The working
principle is to expel a highly overheated gas through a nozzle that highly
increases the gas output velocity and produces thrust. The propellant can be
stored  as  a  gas  or  a  liquid  in  the  spacecraft,  and  usually  –but  not
exclusively-  electric energy is used to heat the substance to the desired
point.  There are no chemical  reactions involved in the process,  so these
systems are usually intrinsically safe and contain very few moving parts,
typically only a simple on-off flowcontrol valve. Selecting the right substance
helps balancing the needs of simplicity –e.g. by having a selfpressurizing
system-  with  the  allowed  pressure  limits,  total  stored  delta-V,  lack  of
toxicity, spacecraft power availability and ISP for each application, and still
be able to retain the same proven hardware in each case. 

The fast growing market for very capable and economical nano and
microsatellites  are  bringing  ResistoJets  and  relative  systems back  to  the
headlights  of  the  space  industry,  as  a  cost-effective,  simple  and proven
inorbit propulsion system for spacecraft requiring thrust levels ranging in
the low and sub Newton range. The ISP figures might not be that impressive,
ranging between 100-200s, but the overall  characteristics are very much
adequate  for  a  spacecraft  with  limited  energy  resources:  0.9  to  3W/mN
thrust  in  a  continuous  state,  where  hours  of  continuous  operation  are
possible,  fast  start-readiness  and  immediate  thrust  cut-off,  easy
restartability, lightweight and compact design, scalability, minimum output
thrust-bit only limited by the flow-valve characteristics.  

In  this  presentation we will  discuss  the development,  manufacture
and test of a complete ResistoJet propulsion system, that ITBA realized in its
own  facilities  from  year  2011  on,  for  the  argentinean  based  satellite
information company Satellogic. This system has been already integrated in
Satellogic’s  latest  microsatellite  design,  with  two spacecraft  operating  in
orbit for almost a year, and 4 more being integrated. 

We will  also discuss a series of research paths that ITBA has been
following to improve the capabilities of ResistoJet systems in general, and
that are not yet available in the market, to the best of our knowledge.  The
first of them is the use of plane nozzles replacing the typical axisymetrical
design, in order to cut costs and improve the performance of systems with
very small nozzles, typical for low (sub Newton) thrust applications. 

The second development is  to  integrate the ability  to  reshape the
nozzle in orbit, to increase or reduce the flow section and therefore quickly
throttle up and down the system, while keeping the overall efficiency high.  

A third development is aiming to add the capability of vectorizing the
produced thrust. This feature could be used to precisely point –while in orbit-
the  thrust  vector  to  the  spacecraft’s  CG,  even  as  propellant  is  being
consumed.     By  doing  so,  smaller,  low-mass  spacecraft  -typically  with



limited attitude control and moment bias capabilities- could increase their
maximum allowed thrust and therefore perform the orbital maneuvers more
quickly and efficiently. 
Finally, the presentation will compile the properties of the six most common
ResistoJet propellant substances, as a quick reference for future reference. 


